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Alchemy, a form of speculative thought that, among other aims, tried to transform base metals such as lead or copper
into silver or gold and to discover a cure for disease and a way of extending life.

The other is astrology. The beginnings of both extend back into the obscurity of prehistoric times. According
to the earliest records extant, alchemy and astrology were considered as divinely revealed to man so that by
their aid he might regain his lost estate. According to old legends preserved by the Rabbins, the angel at the
gate of Eden instructed Adam in the mysteries of Qabbalah and of alchemy, promising that when the human
race had thoroughly mastered the secret wisdom concealed within these inspired arts, the curse of the
forbidden fruit would be removed and man might again enter into the Garden of the Lord. As man took upon
himself "coats of skins" physical bodies at the time of his fall, so these sacred sciences were brought by him
into the lower worlds incarnated in dense vehicles, through which their spiritual transcendental natures could
no longer manifest themselves. Therefore they were considered as being dead or lost. The earthly body of
alchemy is chemistry, for chemists do not realize that half of The Book of Torah is forever concealed behind
the veil of Isis see the Tarot , and that so long as they study only material elements they can at best discover
but half of the mystery. Astrology has crystallized into astronomy, whose votaries ridicule the dreams of
ancient seers and sages, deriding their symbols as meaningless products of superstition. Nevertheless, the
intelligentsia of the modern world can never pass behind the veil which divides the seen from the unseen
except in the way appointed--the Mysteries. These are the problems to the solution of which the ancients
consecrated their temples of learning. Who shall say that they did not answer those questions? Who would
recognize the answers if given? Is it possible that under the symbols of alchemy and astrology lies concealed a
wisdom so abstruse that the mind of this race is not qualified to conceive its principles? It was practiced in
Greece and Rome; was the master science of the Egyptians. According to the fragmentary writings of those
early peoples, alchemy was to them no speculative art. They implicitly believed in the multiplication of
metals; and in the face of their reiterations both the scholar and the materialist should be more kindly in their
consideration of alchemical theorems. Evolutionists trace the unfoldment of the arts and sciences up through
the growing intelligence of the prehistoric man, while others, of a transcendental point of view, like to
consider them as being direct revelations from God. One is that alchemy was revealed to man by the
mysterious Egyptian demigod Hermes Trismegistus. This sublime figure, looming through the mists of time
and bearing in his hand the immortal Emerald, is credited by the Egyptians as being the author of all the arts
and sciences. In honor of him all scientific knowledge was gathered under the general title of The Hermetic
Arts. When the body of Hermes was interred in the Valley of Ebron or Hebron , the divine Emerald was
buried with it. Many centuries afterward the Emerald was discovered--according to one version, by an Arabian
initiate; according to another, by Alexander the Great, King of Macedon. By means of the power of this
Emerald, upon which were the mysterious inscriptions of the Thrice Great Hermes--thirteen sentences in
all--Alexander conquered all the then known world. Not having conquered himself, however, he ultimately
failed. Regardless of his glory and power, the prophecies of the talking trees were fulfilled, and Alexander was
cut down in the midst of his triumph. There are persistent rumors to the effect that Alexander was an initiate of
high order who failed because of his inability to withstand the temptations of power. Kenealy, quoting from
the Cosmodromium of Doctor Gobelin Persona, describes the incident of Alexander and the talking trees, into
the presence of which the King of Macedon is said to have been brought while on his campaign in India: This
mountain had two thousand and fifty steps all of purest sapphire, by which one could ascend to the summit,
and near this Alexander encamped. And on a day, Alexander with his Twelve Princes, ascended by the
aforenamed steps to the top of the Mountain, and found there a Palace marvellously beautiful, having Twelve
Gates, and seventy windows of the purest gold, and it was called the Palace of the Sun, and there was in it a
Temple all of gold, before whose gates were vine trees bearing bunches of carbuncles and pearls, and
Alexander and his Princes having entered the Palace, found there a Man lying on a golden bedstead; he was
very stately and beautiful in appearance, and his head and beard were white as snow. Then Alexander and his
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princes bent the knee to the Sage who spake thus: The Tree of the Sun has leaves of red gold, the Tree of the
Moon has leaves of silver, and they are very great, and Alexander, at the suggestion of the Sage questioned the
Trees, asking if he should return in triumph to Macedon? And when he inquired, Who was he who should give
him that poison? In all probability, the so-called talking trees were merely strips of wood with tables of letters
upon them, by means of which oracles were evoked. At one time books written upon wood were called
"talking trees. The Great Arcanum was the most prized of the secrets of the Atlantean priestcraft. When the
land of Atlas sank, hierophants of the Fire Mystery brought the formula to Egypt, where it remained for
centuries in the possession of the sages and philosophers. It gradually moved into Europe, where its secrets are
still preserved intact. Redrawn from an original manuscript dated In his Key to Alchemy, Samuel Norton
divides into fourteen parts the processes or states through which the alchemical substances pass from the time
they are first placed in the test tube until ready as medicine for plants, minerals, or men: Solution, the act of
passing from a gaseous or solid condition, into one of liquidity. Filtration, the mechanical separation of a
liquid from the undissolved particles suspended in it. Evaporation, the changing or converting from a liquid or
solid state into a vaporous state with the aid of heat. Distillation, an operation by which a volatile liquid may
be separated from substances which it holds in solution. Separation, the operation of disuniting or
decomposing substances. Rectification, the process of refining or purifying any substance by repeated
distillation. Calcination, the conversion into a powder or calx by the action of heat; expulsion of the volatile
substance from a matter. Commixtion, the blending of different ingredients into new compounds or mass.
Purification through putrefaction , disintegration by spontaneous decomposition; decay by artificial means.
Inhibition, the process of holding back or restraining. Fermentation, the conversion of organic substances into
new compounds in the presence of a ferment. Fixation, the act or process of ceasing to be a fluid and
becoming firm; state of being fixed. Multiplication, the act or process of multiplying or increasing in number,
the state of being multiplied. Projection, the process of turning the base Metals into gold. Enoch, the first
instructors in the alchemical art. Regardless of its originator, it was left to the Egyptian priests to preserve
alchemy for the modern world. Egypt, because of the color of its earth, was called "the black empire" and is
referred to in the Old Testament as "the land of darkness. During the Middle Ages, alchemy was not only a
philosophy and a science but also a religion. Those who rebelled against the religious limitations of their day
concealed their philosophic teachings under the allegory of gold-making. In this way they preserved their
personal liberty and were ridiculed rather than persecuted. Alchemy is a threefold art, its mystery well
symbolized by a triangle. Its symbol is 3 times three elements or processes in three worlds or spheres. The 3
times 3 is part of the mystery of the 33rd degree of Freemasonry, for 33 is 3 times 3, which is 9, the number of
esoteric man and the number of emanations from the root of the Divine Tree. It is the number of worlds
nourished by the four rivers that pour out of the Divine Mouth as the verbum fiat. Beneath the so-called
symbolism of alchemy is concealed a magnificent concept, for this ridiculed and despised craft still preserves
intact the triple key to the gates of eternal life. Realizing, therefore, that alchemy is a mystery in three
worlds--the divine, the human, and the elemental--it can easily be appreciated why the sages and philosophers
created and evolved an intricate allegory to conceal their wisdom. Alchemy is the science of multiplication
and is based upon the natural phenomenon of growth. Alchemy is not the process of making something from
nothing; it is the process of increasing and improving that which already exists. If a philosopher were to state
that a living man could be made from a stone, the unenlightened would probably exclaim, "Impossible! A
philosopher might declare that a universe could be made out of a man, but the foolish would regard this as an
impossibility, not realizing that a man is a seed from which a universe may be brought forth. God is the
"within" and the "without" of all things. The Supreme One manifests Himself through growth, which is an
urge from within outward, a struggle for expression and manifestation. There is no greater miracle in the
growing and multiplication of gold by the alchemist than in a tiny mustard seed producing a bush many
thousands of times the size of the seed. If a mustard seed produces a hundred thousand times its own size and
weight when planted in an entirely different substance the earth , why should not the seed of gold be
multiplied a hundred thousand times by art when that seed is planted in its earth the base metals and nourished
artificially by the secret process of alchemy? Alchemy teaches that God is in everything; that He is One
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Universal Spirit, manifesting through an infinity of forms. God, therefore, is the spiritual seed planted in the
dark earth the material universe. By arc it is possible so to grow and expand this seed that the entire universe
of substance is tinctured thereby and becomes like unto the seed--pure gold. In the spiritual nature of man this
is termed regeneration; in the material body of the elements it is called transmutation. As it is in the spiritual
and material universes, so it is in the intellectual world. Wisdom cannot be imparted to an idiot because the
seed of wisdom is not within him, but wisdom may be imparted to an ignorant person, however ignorant he
may be, because the seed of wisdom exists in him and can be developed by art and culture. Hence a
philosopher is only an ignorant man within whose nature a projection has taken place. Through art the process
of learning the whole mass of base metals the mental body of ignorance was transmuted into pure gold
wisdom , for it was tinctured with understanding. If, then, through faith and proximity to God the
consciousness of man may be transmuted from base animal desires represented by the masses of the planetary
metals into a pure, golden, and godly consciousness, illumined and redeemed, and the manifesting God within
that one increased from a tiny spark to a great and glorious Being; if also the base metals of mental ignorance
can, through proper endeavor and training, be transmuted into transcendent genius and wisdom, why is the
process in two worlds or spheres of application not equally true in the third? If both the spiritual and mental
elements of the universe can be multiplied in their expression, then by the law of analogy the material
elements of the universe can also be multiplied, if the necessary process can be ascertained. That which is true
in the superior is true in the inferior. If alchemy be a great spiritual fact, then it is also a great material fact. If
it can take place in the universe, it can take place in man; if it can take place in man, it can take place in the
plants and minerals. If one thing in the universe grows, then everything in the universe grows. If one thing can
be multiplied, then all things can be multiplied, "for the superior agrees with the inferior and the inferior
agrees with the superior. If any would grow metals, he must first learn the secrets of the metals: The metals
grow throughout the ages, because life is imparted to them from the sun. They grow imperceptibly, in form
like tiny shrubs, for everything grows in some way. Only the methods of growth differ, according to kind and
magnitude. One of the great axioms is, "Within everything is the seed of everything," although by the simple
processes of Nature it may remain latent for many centuries, or its growth may be exceedingly slow.
Therefore, every grain of sand contains not only the seed of the precious metals as well as the seed of the
priceless gems, but also the seeds of sun, moon, and stars. As within the nature of man is reflected the entire
universe in miniature, so in each grain of sand, each drop of water, each tiny particle of cosmic dust, are
concealed all the parts and elements of cosmos in the form of tiny seed germs so minute that even the most
powerful microscope cannot detect them. Trillions of times smaller than the ion or electron, these
seeds--unrecognizable and incomprehensible--await the time assigned them for growth and expression.
Consider the monads of Leibnitz. There are two methods whereby growth may be accomplished. The first is
by Nature, for Nature is an alchemist forever achieving the apparently impossible.
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There is a way you need to know about making a baby, but you still need several elements for making this
baby. So, here is way of making it and add it into your collection. You might be able to get other elements too
while trying to make a baby. That will take your time, but you will satisfy of making several elements. You
only need to be patient. Like other elements, you need two elements of making baby and they are sex and life.
Combining those two will give you baby element. Making life is easier than making sex. Life only needs
combinations of swamp and energy. Getting energy is very easy since it only needs combination of some basic
elements like air and fire, or plant and sun. Making swamp is similar. It needs combinations of mud and plant,
or mud and grass. They are just steps of making life. How about making sex? Sex comes from man and
woman. Making man, you need combinations of life and beast. Beast comes from earth and lizard. Lizard
itself can be made from swamp and egg. In making egg, there are several ways, like combining life and stone,
two birds, or two turtles. Those are just for making man. The combinations of making woman will be not that
difficult like making man. Share to Your Friends:
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The date for the earliest use of the term neidan is uncertain. Arthur Waley proposed that it was first recorded
in the vow taken by Tiantai Buddhist patriarch Nanyue Huisi praying to successfully make an elixir that would
keep him alive till the coming of Maitreya I am seeking for the longevity in order to defend the Faith, not in
order to enjoy worldly happiness. In this way I shall be able to practice continually the way of the Sutras and
to engage in the several forms of meditations. I shall hope to find a peaceful dwelling in the depths of the
mountains, with enough numinous elixirs and medicine to carry out my plans. Thus by the aids of external
elixirs [waidan] I shall be able to cultivate the elixir within [neidan]. However, the authenticity of the relevant
passages in these "pseudo-historical sources" is doubtful Baldrian-Hussein The term neidan was seldom used
throughout the late Tang dynasty â€” and Five dynasties â€” period, and only became widespread around the
beginning of the Song dynasty â€” period, when neidan evolved into a highly complex system in both its
theoretical and practical aspects Baldrian-Hussein Early texts that mention neidan define it as synonymous or
similar with some qi circulation techniques: This text influenced the formation of Neidan, whose earliest
existing texts date from the first half of the 8th century. The authors of several Neidan articles refer to their
teachings as the Way of the Golden Elixir jindan zhi dao. The majority of Chinese alchemical sources is found
in the Daozang Taoist Canon , the largest collection of Taoist texts. Neidan shares a significant portion of its
notions and methods with classical Chinese medicine, fangshi and with other bodies of practices, such as
meditation and the methods for "nourishing life" yangsheng. What distinguishes alchemy from these related
traditions is its unique view of the elixir as a material or immaterial entity that represents the original state of
being and the attainment of that state. The Neidan tradition of internal alchemy is practiced by working with
the energies that were already present in the human body as opposed to using natural substances, medicines or
elixirs, from outside of the body. The Shangqing School of Daoism played an important role in the emergence
of Neidan alchemy, after using Waidan mainly as a meditative practice, and therefore turning it from an
external to an internal art. The Three Treasures[ edit ] Internal alchemy focuses upon transforming the bodily
sanbao "three treasures", which are the essential energies sustaining human life: To do so, first keep the body
at ease, and make sure there are no desires. Thereby energy can be made complete. To do so, first keep the
mind pure, and make sure there are no thoughts. Thereby spirit can be made complete. To do so, first keep the
will sincere, and make sure body and mind are united. Thereby spirit can be returned to emptiness. To attain
immortality, there is nothing else but the refinement of these three treasures: When the "three treasures" are
internally maintained, along with a balance of yin and yang, it is possible to achieve a healthy body and
longevity , which are the main goals of internal alchemy Ching , Jing[ edit ] Neidan practice Jing "essence"
referring to the energies of the physical body. By means of internal alchemy, Taoists strive to obtain a positive
flow of qi through the body in paths moving to each individual organ Smith , Healing practices such as
acupuncture , massage , cupping and herbal medicines are believed to open up the qi meridians throughout the
body so that the qi can flow freely. Keeping qi in balance and flowing throughout the body promotes health;
imbalance can lead to sickness. Shen[ edit ] Shen is the original spirit of the body. Taoists try to become
conscious of shen through meditation Smith ,
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Jabir ibn Hayyan Geber , considered the "father of chemistry ", introduced a scientific and experimental
approach to alchemy. After the fall of the Roman Empire , the focus of alchemical development moved to the
Islamic World. Much more is known about Islamic alchemy because it was better documented: The early
Islamic world was a melting pot for alchemy. Platonic and Aristotelian thought, which had already been
somewhat appropriated into hermetical science, continued to be assimilated during the late 7th and early 8th
centuries through Syriac translations and scholarship. The science historian, Paul Kraus, wrote: One knows in
which miserable state this literature reached us. Collected by Byzantine scientists from the tenth century, the
corpus of the Greek alchemists is a cluster of incoherent fragments, going back to all the times since the third
century until the end of the Middle Ages. The efforts of Berthelot and Ruelle to put a little order in this mass
of literature led only to poor results, and the later researchers, among them in particular Mrs. The study of the
Greek alchemists is not very encouraging. An even surface examination of the Greek texts shows that a very
small part only was organized according to true experiments of laboratory: The relatively clear description of
the processes and the alchemical apparati, the methodical classification of the substances, mark an
experimental spirit which is extremely far away from the weird and odd esotericism of the Greek texts. The
theory on which Jabir supports his operations is one of clearness and of an impressive unity. In vain one would
seek in the Greek texts a work as systematic as that which is presented, for example, in the Book of Seventy.
The first essential in chemistry is that thou shouldest perform practical work and conduct experiments, for he
who performs not practical work nor makes experiments will never attain to the least degree of mastery. The
discovery that aqua regia , a mixture of nitric and hydrochloric acids, could dissolve the noblest metal, gold,
was to fuel the imagination of alchemists for the next millennium. Islamic philosophers also made great
contributions to alchemical hermeticism. The most influential author in this regard was arguably Jabir. He
analyzed each Aristotelian element in terms of four basic qualities of hotness, coldness, dryness, and
moistness. For example, lead was externally cold and dry, while gold was hot and moist. Thus, Jabir theorized,
by rearranging the qualities of one metal, a different metal would result. The elemental system used in
medieval alchemy also originated with Jabir. His original system consisted of seven elements, which included
the five classical elements aether , air , earth , fire , and water in addition to two chemical elements
representing the metals: Shortly thereafter, this evolved into eight elements, with the Arabic concept of the
three metallic principles: In particular, they wrote refutations against the idea of the transmutation of metals.
Chinese alchemy Taoist alchemists often use this alternate version of the taijitu. Whereas European alchemy
eventually centered on the transmutation of base metals into noble metals, Chinese alchemy had a more
obvious connection to medicine. Black powder may have been an important invention of Chinese alchemists.
As previously stated above, Chinese alchemy was more related to medicine. It is said that the Chinese
invented gunpowder while trying to find a potion for eternal life. Described in 9th-century texts[ citation
needed ] and used in fireworks in China by the 10th century,[ citation needed ] it was used in cannons by
Gunpowder was used by the Mongols against the Hungarians in , and in Europe by the 14th century. Chinese
alchemy was closely connected to Taoist forms of traditional Chinese medicine , such as Acupuncture and
Moxibustion , and to martial arts such as Tai Chi Chuan [ citation needed ] and Kung Fu although some Tai
Chi schools believe that their art derives from the philosophical or hygienic branches of Taoism, not
Alchemical. In fact, in the early Song dynasty , followers of this Taoist idea chiefly the elite and upper class
would ingest mercuric sulfide , which, though tolerable in low levels, led many to suicide. Although European
craftsmen and technicians preexisted, Robert notes in his preface that alchemy was unknown in Latin Europe
at the time of his writing. The translation of Arabic texts concerning numerous disciplines including alchemy
flourished in 12th-century Toledo, Spain , through contributors like Gerard of Cremona and Adelard of Bath.
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These brought with them many new words to the European vocabulary for which there was no previous Latin
equivalent. Alcohol, carboy, elixir, and athanor are examples. Grosseteste also did much work to reconcile
Platonic and Aristotelian thinking. The efforts of the translators were succeeded by that of the encyclopaedists.
In the 13th century, Albertus Magnus and Roger Bacon were the most notable of these, their work
summarizing and explaining the newly imported alchemical knowledge in Aristotelian terms. Albertus
critically compared these to the writings of Aristotle and Avicenna, where they concerned the transmutation of
metals. From the time shortly after his death through to the 15th century, more than 28 alchemical tracts were
misattributed to him, a common practice giving rise to his reputation as an accomplished alchemist. Roger
Bacon, a Franciscan monk who wrote on a wide variety of topics including optics , comparative linguistics ,
and medicine, composed his Great Work Latin: Opus Majus for Pope Clement IV as part of a project towards
rebuilding the medieval university curriculum to include the new learning of his time. His correspondence
with Clement highlighted this, noting the importance of alchemy to the papacy. He noted that the theoretical
lay outside the scope of Aristotle, the natural philosophers, and all Latin writers of his time. The practical,
however, confirmed the theoretical thought experiment, and Bacon advocated its uses in natural science and
medicine. Soon after Bacon, the influential work of Pseudo-Geber sometimes identified as Paul of Taranto
appeared. His Summa Perfectionis remained a staple summary of alchemical practice and theory through the
medieval and renaissance periods. It was notable for its inclusion of practical chemical operations alongside
sulphur-mercury theory, and the unusual clarity with which they were described. Adepts believed in the
macrocosm-microcosm theories of Hermes, that is to say, they believed that processes that affect minerals and
other substances could have an effect on the human body for example, if one could learn the secret of
purifying gold, one could use the technique to purify the human soul. They believed in the four elements and
the four qualities as described above, and they had a strong tradition of cloaking their written ideas in a
labyrinth of coded jargon set with traps to mislead the uninitiated. Finally, the alchemists practiced their art:
Alchemical discourse shifted from scholarly philosophical debate to an exposed social commentary on the
alchemists themselves. These critiques and regulations centered more around pseudo-alchemical charlatanism
than the actual study of alchemy, which continued with an increasingly Christian tone. The 14th century saw
the Christian imagery of death and resurrection employed in the alchemical texts of Petrus Bonus , John of
Rupescissa , and in works written in the name of Raymond Lull and Arnold of Villanova. Although the
historical Flamel existed, the writings and legends assigned to him only appeared in His work spends a great
deal of time describing the processes and reactions, but never actually gives the formula for carrying out the
transmutations. Bernard Trevisan and George Ripley made similar contributions. Their cryptic allusions and
symbolism led to wide variations in interpretation of the art. Renaissance and early modern Europe[ edit ]
Further information: Renaissance magic and natural magic Page from alchemic treatise of Ramon Llull , 16th
century The red sun rising over the city, the final illustration of 16th-century alchemical text, Splendor Solis.
The word rubedo , meaning "redness", was adopted by alchemists and signalled alchemical success, and the
end of the great work. During the Renaissance , Hermetic and Platonic foundations were restored to European
alchemy. The dawn of medical, pharmaceutical, occult, and entrepreneurial branches of alchemy followed.
These were previously unavailable to Europeans who for the first time had a full picture of the alchemical
theory that Bacon had declared absent. Renaissance Humanism and Renaissance Neoplatonism guided
alchemists away from physics to refocus on mankind as the alchemical vessel. Esoteric systems developed that
blended alchemy into a broader occult Hermeticism, fusing it with magic, astrology, and Christian cabala. He
was instrumental in spreading this new blend of Hermeticism outside the borders of Italy. Paracelsus
pioneered the use of chemicals and minerals in medicine and wrote, "Many have said of Alchemy, that it is for
the making of gold and silver. For me such is not the aim, but to consider only what virtue and power may lie
in medicines. He took an approach different from those before him, using this analogy not in the manner of
soul-purification but in the manner that humans must have certain balances of minerals in their bodies, and
that certain illnesses of the body had chemical remedies that could cure them. His writing portrayed alchemy
as a sort of terrestrial astronomy in line with the Hermetic axiom As above so below. Robert Boyle and Elias
Ashmole. Legitimate mystical and medical alchemists such as Michael Maier and Heinrich Khunrath wrote
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about fraudulent transmutations, distinguishing themselves from the con artists. The terms "chemia" and
"alchemia" were used as synonyms in the early modern period, and the differences between alchemy,
chemistry and small-scale assaying and metallurgy were not as neat as in the present day. There were
important overlaps between practitioners, and trying to classify them into alchemists, chemists and craftsmen
is anachronistic. Sendivogious taught his technique to Cornelius Drebbel who, in , applied this in a submarine.
Other early modern alchemists who were eminent in their other studies include Robert Boyle , and Jan Baptist
van Helmont. Their Hermeticism complemented rather than precluded their practical achievements in
medicine and science. The decline of European alchemy was brought about by the rise of modern science with
its emphasis on rigorous quantitative experimentation and its disdain for "ancient wisdom". Although the
seeds of these events were planted as early as the 17th century, alchemy still flourished for some two hundred
years, and in fact may have reached its peak in the 18th century. As late as James Price claimed to have
produced a powder that could transmute mercury into silver or gold. Early modern European alchemy
continued to exhibit a diversity of theories, practices, and purposes: He assumed nothing in his experiments
and compiled every piece of relevant data. Boyle would note the place in which the experiment was carried
out, the wind characteristics, the position of the Sun and Moon, and the barometer reading, all just in case they
proved to be relevant. Beginning around , a rigid distinction was drawn between "alchemy" and "chemistry"
for the first time. This move was mostly successful, and the consequences of this continued into the 19th and
20th centuries, and even to the present day. Both forwarded a completely esoteric view of alchemy, as Atwood
claimed: Hitchcock, in his Remarks Upon Alchymists attempted to make a case for his spiritual interpretation
with his claim that the alchemists wrote about a spiritual discipline under a materialistic guise in order to avoid
accusations of blasphemy from the church and state. In , Baron Carl Reichenbach , published his studies on
Odic force , a concept with some similarities to alchemy, but his research did not enter the mainstream of
scientific discussion. The first alchemist whose name we know is said to have been Mary the Jewess c. The
laboratory water-bath, known eponymously especially in France as the bain-marie , is said to have been
invented or at least improved by her. The tribikos a modified distillation apparatus and the kerotakis a more
intricate apparatus used especially for sublimations are two other advancements in the process of distillation
that are credited to her. Women vacate the history of alchemy during the medieval and renaissance periods,
aside from the fictitious account of Perenelle Flamel. Modern historical research[ edit ] The history of alchemy
has become a significant and recognized subject of academic study. A large collection of books on alchemy is
kept in the Bibliotheca Philosophica Hermetica in Amsterdam. A recipe found in a midth-century kabbalah
based book features step by step instructions on turning copper into gold.
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Three different sets of ideas and skills fed into the origin of alchemy. First was the empirical sophistication of
jewelers, gold- and silversmiths, and other artisans who had learned how to fashion precious and semiprecious
materials. Among their skills were smelting, assaying, alloying, gilding,â€¦ Nature and significance That both
astrology and alchemy may be regarded as fundamental aspects of thought is indicated by their apparent
universality. It is notable, however, that the evidence is not equally substantial in all times and places.
Evidence from ancient Middle America Aztecs, Mayans is still almost nonexistent; evidence from India is
tenuous and from ancient China , Greece, and Islamic lands is only relatively more plentiful. A single
manuscript of some 80, words is the principal source for the history of Greek alchemy. Neither Indian nor
Islamic alchemy has ever been collected, and scholars are thus dependent for their knowledge of the subject on
occasional allusions in works of natural philosophy and medicine, plus a few specifically alchemical works.
Nor is it really clear what alchemy was or is. The word is a European one, derived from Arabic, but the origin
of the root word, chem, is uncertain. Words similar to it have been found in most ancient languages, with
different meanings, but conceivably somehow related to alchemy. The chemistry of alchemy Superficially, the
chemistry involved in alchemy appears a hopelessly complicated succession of heatings of multiple mixtures
of obscurely named materials, but it seems likely that a relative simplicity underlies this complexity. The
metals gold, silver, copper, lead, iron, and tin were all known before the rise of alchemy. Mercury, the liquid
metal, certainly known before bc, when it appears in both Eastern and Western sources, was crucial to
alchemy. Mercury united with most of the other metals, and the amalgam formed coloured powders the
sulfides when treated with sulfur. Mercury itself occurs in nature in a red sulfide, cinnabar , which can also be
made artificially. All of these, except possibly the last, were operations known to the metallurgist and were
adopted by the alchemist. All of these materials, except the chloride of ammonia, were known in ancient
times. It was to be crucial to alchemy, for on sublimation it dissociates into antagonistic corrosive materials,
ammonia and hydrochloric acid, which readily attack the metals. Finally, the manipulation of these materials
was to lead to the discovery of the mineral acids, the history of which began in Europe in the 13th century.
The first was probably nitric acid , made by distilling together saltpetre potassium nitrate and vitriol or alum.
More difficult to discover was sulfuric acid , which was distilled from vitriol or alum alone but required
apparatus resistant to corrosion and heat. And most difficult was hydrochloric acid , distilled from common
salt or sal ammoniac and vitriol or alum, for the vapours of this acid cannot be simply condensed but must be
dissolved in water. Alchemy was not original in seeking these goals, for it had been preceded by religion ,
medicine, and metallurgy. The first chemists were metallurgists, who were perhaps the most successful
practitioners of the arts in antiquity. Their theories seem to have come not from science but from folklore and
religion. The miner and metallurgist, like the agriculturalist, in this view, accelerate the normal maturation of
the fruits of the earth, in a magico-religious relationship with nature. In primitive societies the metallurgist is
often a member of an occult religious society. But the first ventures into natural philosophy , the beginnings of
what is called the scientific view, also preceded alchemy. Systems of five almost identical basic elements were
postulated in China, India, and Greece, according to a view in which nature comprised antagonistic, opposite
forcesâ€”hot and cold, positive and negative, and male and female; i. Drawing on a similar astrological
heritage, philosophers found correspondences among the elements, planets, and metals. In short, both the
chemical arts and the theories of the philosophers of nature had become complex before alchemy appeared.
Regional variations Chinese alchemy Neither in China nor in the West can scholars approach with certitude
the origins of alchemy, but the evidences in China appear to be slightly older. Indeed, Chinese alchemy was
connected with an enterprise older than metallurgyâ€”i. Belief in physical immortality among the Chinese
seems to go back to the 8th century bc, and belief in the possibility of attaining it through drugs to the 4th
century bc. Although non-Chinese influences especially Indian are possible, the genesis of alchemy in China
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may have been a purely domestic affair. Thus, sources on alchemy in China as elsewhere are compilations of
much earlier writings. Its relationship to chemical practice is tenuous, but it mentions materials including sal
ammoniac and implies chemical operations. It is a practical treatise on creating elixirs mercury, sulfur, and the
salts of mercury and arsenic are prominent for the attainment of immortality, plus a few for specific cures for
disease and such other purposes as the fabrication of precious stones. Altogether, the similarities between the
materials used and the elixirs made in China, India, and the West are more remarkable than are their
differences. Nonetheless, Chinese alchemy differed from that of the West in its objective. Whereas in the West
the objective seems to have evolved from gold to elixirs of immortality to simply superior medicines, neither
the first nor the last of these objectives seems ever to have been very important in China. Chinese alchemy
was consistent from first to last, and there was relatively little controversy among its practitioners, who seem
to have varied only in their prescriptions for the elixir of immortality or perhaps only over their names for it,
of which one Sinologist has counted about 1, There were, in Europe, conflicts between alchemists who
favoured gold making and those who thought medicine the proper goal, but the Chinese always favoured the
latter. Since alchemy rarely achieved any of these goals, it was an advantage to the Western alchemist to have
the situation obscured, and the art survived in Europe long after Chinese alchemy had simply faded away.
Chinese alchemy followed its own path. Whereas the Western world, with its numerous religious promises of
immortality, never seriously expected alchemy to fulfill that goal, the deficiencies of Chinese religions in
respect to promises of immortality left that goal open to the alchemist. A serious reliance on medical elixirs
that were in varying degrees poisonous led the alchemist into permanent exertions to moderate those poisons,
either through variation of the ingredients or through chemical manipulations. The fact that immortality was so
desirable and the alchemist correspondingly valued enabled the British historian of science Joseph Needham
to tabulate a series of Chinese emperors who probably died of elixir poisoning. Ultimately a succession of
royal deaths made alchemists and emperors alike more cautious, and Chinese alchemy vanished probably as
the Chinese adopted Buddhism , which offered other, less dangerous avenues to immortality , leaving its
literary manifestations embedded in the Taoist canons. Indian alchemy The oldest Indian writings, the Vedas
Hindu sacred scriptures , contain the same hints of alchemy that are found in evidence from ancient China,
namely vague references to a connection between gold and long life. Evidence of the idea of transmuting base
metals to gold appears in 2nd- to 5th-century-ad Buddhist texts, about the same time as in the West. It is also
possible that the alchemy of medicine and immortality came to India from China, or vice versa; in any case,
gold making appears to have been a minor concern, and medicine the major concern, of both cultures. But the
elixir of immortality was of little importance in India which had other avenues to immortality. The Indian
elixirs were mineral remedies for specific diseases or, at the most, to promote long life. As in China and the
West, alchemy in India came to be associated with religious mysticism, but much laterâ€”not until the rise of
Tantrism an esoteric , occultic, meditative system , ad â€” His six metals gold, silver, tin, iron, lead, and
copper , each further subdivided five kinds of gold, etc. Rather, they were killed to make medicines. The
Indians exploited metal reactions more widely, but, although they possessed from an early date not only vitriol
and sal ammoniac but also saltpetre , they nevertheless failed to discover the mineral acids. This is the more
remarkable because India was long the principal source of saltpetre, which occurs as an efflorescence on the
soil, especially in populous tropical countries. But it lacks the high degree of corrosivity of metals possessed
by the vitriols and chlorides and played a small part in early alchemy. Saltpetre appears particularly in 9th- to
11th-century-ad Indian and Chinese recipes for fireworks, one of whichâ€”a mixture of saltpetre, sulfur, and
charcoalâ€”is gunpowder. Saltpetre first appears in Europe in the 13th century, along with the modern formula
for gunpowder and the recipe for nitric acid. Hellenistic alchemy Western alchemy may go back to the
beginnings of the Hellenistic period c. He is one of about 40 authors represented in a compendium of
alchemical writings that was probably put together in Byzantium Constantinople in the 7th or 8th century ad
and that exists in manuscripts in Venice and Paris. Synesius, the latest author represented, lived in Byzantium
in the 4th century. The earliest is the author designated Democritus but identified by scholars with Bolos of
Mende, a Hellenized Egyptian who lived in the Nile Delta about bc. The recipes are stated obscurely and are
justified with references to the Greek theory of elements and to astrological theory. It was the first of a number
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of such aphorisms over which alchemists were to speculate for many centuries. In a group of ancient papyrus
manuscripts written in Greek was purchased in Thebes Egypt , and about a half-century later it was noticed
that among them, divided between libraries in Leyden the Netherlands and Stockholm, was a tract very like
the Physica et mystica. The techniques were ancient. Democritus is praised by most of the other authors in the
Veniceâ€”Paris manuscript, and he is much commented upon. But only Zosimos shows what had become of
alchemy after Bolos of Mende. Thus, the colour-producing potentialities of chemistry were considerable by
the time of Zosimos. Zosimos also shows that alchemical theory came to focus on the idea that there exists a
substance that can bring about the desired transformation instantly, magically, or, as a modern chemist might
say, catalytically. Zosimos notes the possibility, in passing. When the objective of alchemy became human
salvation, the material constitution of the elixir became less important than the incantations that accompanied
its production. Synesius, the last author in the Veniceâ€”Paris manuscript, already defined alchemy as a
mental operation, independent of the science of matter. But its objectives included gold making; thus it
remained fundamentally different. Arabic alchemy Arabic alchemy is as mysterious as Greek in its origins,
and the two seem to have been significantly different. The respect in which Physica et mystica was held by the
Greek alchemists was bestowed by the Arabs on a different work, the Emerald Tablet of Hermes Trismegistos
, the reputed Hellenistic author of various alchemical, occultic, and theological works. Some scholars have
suggested that Arabic alchemy descended from a western Asiatic school and that Greek alchemy was derived
from an Egyptian school. As far as is known, the Asiatic school was not Chinese or Indian. What is known is
that Arabic alchemy was associated with a specific city in Syria, Harran, which seems to have been a
fountainhead of alchemical notions. And it is possible that the distillation ideology and its spokeswoman,
Mariaâ€”as well as Agathodaimonâ€”represented the alchemy of Harran , which presumably migrated to
Alexandria and was incorporated into the alchemy of Zosimos. The existing versions of the Book of the Secret
of Creation have been carried back only to the 7th or 6th century but are believed by some to represent much
earlier writings, although not necessarily those of Apollonius himself. He is the subject of an ancient
biography that says nothing about alchemy, but neither does the Emerald Tablet nor the rest of the Book of the
Secret of Creation. On the other hand, their theories of nature have an alchemical ring, and the Book mentions
the characteristic materials of alchemy, including, for the first time in the West, sal ammoniac. It was clearly
an important book to the Arabs, most of whose eminent philosophers mentioned alchemy, although sometimes
disapprovingly. Those who practiced it were even more interested in literal gold making than had been the
Greeks. Much is made of sal ammoniac, the reactive powers of which seem to have given Western alchemy a
new lease on life. The Arabic strong waters were merely corrosive salt solutions. Nor does it seem to have
turned to medicine, which remained independent. But there was a tendency in Arabic medicine to give greater
emphasis to mineral remedies and less to the herbs that had been the chief medicines of the earlier Greek and
Arabic physicians. The pharmacopoeia also appeared in Spain in the 11th century and passed from there to
Latin Europe, along with the Arabic alchemical writings, which were translated into Latin in the 12th century.
Latin alchemy In the 12th century the Christian West began to shed its habit of indifference or hostility to the
secular literature of ancient and alien civilizations. Christian scholars were particularly attracted to Muslim
Spain and Sicily and there made translations from both Arabic and Greek works, many of which were in some
degree familiar, but some of which, including the literature of alchemy, were new. By alchemy was familiar
enough to enable such encyclopaedists as Vincent of Beauvais to discuss it fairly intelligibly, and before the
subject was under discussion by the English philosopher and scientist Roger Bacon and the German
philosopher, scientist, and theologian Albertus Magnus. To learn about alchemy was to learn about chemistry,
for Europe had no independent word to describe the science of matter. It had been touched upon in works
concerned with other forms of changeâ€”e.
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6: The Great Alchemy Of REALizing Our Selves â€“ SoulFullHeart Way Of Life
This Little Alchemy hints cheats list will help you create some elements, total combo guide, such as how to make time,
life, energy, milk, fruit, and useful hints for all other.

Almost a realization of a realization. All that you have experienced has been a grand set up for a shift. A
propulsion pack that is filled with charged emotional energy that is meant to rumble and crumble the ground
upon which you currently walk. Really it is the ground a part of you has created in order to survive the trauma
and the drama. Your voice may feel as if it has been cut off, your lungs constricted, your truest heart and spirit
kept in another room, another dimension for safe-keeping. You have known this to be true. It was always a
niggle, but now it is becoming an unignorable knock on the door. Your soul, your Service of Love Self, is
asking to come home. Home to your heart, your mind, and your body. Your galactic family is reaching out.
Sending dispatches in your dreams, your intuition, your activating DNA. Switches and levers are in a
ready-state for you to say YES to. YES to the New. YES to the clearing. YES to firewalk of healing and
remembering. An open-hearted, passion-filled, star-bound lover of light and truth. Not just truth of mind, but
truth of being. NO to the lying to yourself. NO to the relationships that no longer serve the YES. NO to the
inner punishment and fear. It is saying YES to the parts of you that hold the fear, the protection, and the pain.
It is saying YES to claiming your own power back, claiming your scattered selves back. This is not a battle to
be waged but a felt-through process of sober reflection and compassion for self and others. There may need to
be raised voice, a charged response, an outward stretched palm to hold the boundary. You are reconstituting
what it means to be alive and real. No more will you accept what had been acceptable. No more will you hold
the needs of others more than the needs of your own. No more will you forget what was always meant to be
re-membered back into your sacred human consciousness. Your feminine and masculine heart. This is the
journey of the Inner Work. There is a family within to bring back to your heart. A family in the heavens to
seek connection with as integrated equals. You are far from alone but the choices you make are yours alone.
Each one held in deep sacredness with the courage of your deepest truth, even when those truths can hurt like
hell. It is trusting and feeling that Love is always waiting on the other side. Visit our patreon page to offer a
money donation to support our offerings at https:
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7: Alchemy - Crystalinks
Kim is a life coach who guides you to tap into the power within oneself as a foundation. Kim is true magic. After
participating in a six-week life coaching session with Kim, I have a sense of renewed confidence guiding me each day.

Getting Started Why Alchemy? Alchemy can be a bit daunting at first. You will need a decent amount of
contribution points to have workers working at various nodes all over the map and a large storage space to
storage everything. How do I Start? If you are unsure of how to find one, use the NPC window near your
minimap and select Goods. This alchemy tool can be only installed in a residence so you will need to place
your contribution points towards a residence and use the placement tool in your residence to set it down.
While you can set up the tool in any residence, I highly recommend you have a residence at No. Olvia has
numerous Alchemy dailies that can level up your alchemy skill fast and this particular residence is right next
to the Storage Manager, which is very handy since you will be storing most of your alchemy mats in the
storage. Just like cooking, the Alchemy Tool also has a Continuous Production button where you place
ingredients required for making 1 of the items and then click on the button to select how many times you want
to repeat it. Glish Introductory Alchemy Quest Glish has a series of introductory Alchemy quest you can
follow along that teach you the very basics of making Pure Powder Reagent and Clear Liquid Reagent, the
two key ingredients for almost all alchemy recipes. It gives quite a bit of Alchemy XP and should push you to
Apprentice in Alchemy if you do all the quests in the series. Alternatively you can gather it yourself by using
Hoes on Wild Herbs. Weeds are commonly obtained from gathering Wild Herbs as well but the drop rate
decreases as your gathering skill goes up. Purified Water is obtained by buying Empty Bottles from the
Material Vendor and then fill them next to a river. Sugar can be brought from any cooking vendor by picking
the Cooking option in the NPC window. Clear Liquid Reagent Clear Liquid Reagent is made with the
following ingredients 1x Salt 1x Purified Water 1x Sunrise Herb 1x Wild Grass or Weeds the amount of
Weeds you need depends on your Alchemy skill but generally 1 will do, change to 3 or 5 if you fail the recipe.
Sunrise Herb can be gathered from Cron Castle node east of Heidel by workers. Leveling Alchemy Beginner
For most of Beginner you should do that introductory alchemy quest chain in Glish listed above if you can.
This should raise you to Apprentice. Apprentice Once you hit Apprentice 1, most of the Olvia alchemy dailies
will be opened up to you. You should do all of them daily if you can as they give enormous amount of
Alchemy XP and you will be flying through Apprentice levels in no time.
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8: Elixir | alchemy | www.enganchecubano.com
Inner Alchemy The values and practices of the Inner Alchemy Code light the way for us to improve our well-being, align
with our purpose, live in the flow, and change the global paradigm from within.

Additional Information In lieu of an abstract, here is a brief excerpt of the content: This view is by no means
new, havingbeen vigorously championedby writers,from PIato to Tolstoy. He concedes, however, that the
artsstill can serve their traditional functions: Religion, too, is now found inadequate. Admittedly, it did, until
the present age, provide an ethic that sustained human psychological and emotional needs. It also provided a
comfortingexplanationof the cosmosand creation. In the arts, religion and science;thereis a componentof
cognitiveintuition, but in the first two there is also a component of emotional intuition. Emotional assent
follows ideally from cognitive examination. Pure reason is good for analysis and criticism but not forcreation.
So, religiousinsightsare not incompatiblewith the new moral science being delineated. Beyondism is that
moral sciencethat goes beyond traditional intuitiveand humanistic religion. Not uncoincidentally ,Cattell is a
foremost researcher in multivariate experimentalpsychology. To record, collateand interpret all this
information, there are needed moral research institutes,regionalaswell asworld-wide, and privatelyaswell as
publicly financed. Required,too, isan internationalorganization consisting of independent federated groups. A
derivationof ethicalvaluesfrom the criteion of progressive survivalof the varied groups. Monod, Chance and
Necessity New York: Instead, it resembles a complex world system of the BuckminsterFuller sort, but
obviously designed by specifications derived from multivariate analysis. Not onlyartistsbut scientists,aswell
asa good many others,would findit altogetherinhospitableto theirmoral aswell astheircreativetemperaments.
Margenau, Ethics and Science Princeton: Van Nostrand, p. Alchemy As a Way of We.
9: Cryotherapy,Fitness,Physiotherapy,Massage,Pilates,Mumbai - Alchemy
Alchemy (from Arabic al-kÄ«miyÄ•) is a philosophical and protoscientific tradition practiced throughout Europe, Africa,
and www.enganchecubano.com aims to purify, mature, and perfect certain objects.
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Fundamentals of mathematics and statistics for students of chemistry and allied subjects The Jeff Corwin Experience
Spanish Serpentacular! (The Jeff Corwin Experience Spanish) Thermodynamic Ineqalities in Gases and
Magnetoplasmas 24. History, language and the sciences in medieval Spain Eleazar Gutwirth. Valle Crucis Abbey, Clwyd
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